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Cross/Over 

TRACK LIST 

1. Cross/Over by Loretta K. Notareschi 
2. Memories of Q’s: Blue Grass by Albrecht Zummach 
3. Memories of Q’s: Help Yourself by Albrecht Zummach 
4. Memories of Q’s: Romanze by Albrecht Zummach 
5. Memories of Q’s: Little Bender by Albrecht Zummach  
6. Memories of Q’s: Barkarole by Albrecht Zummach 
7. Conversations I by Dimitri van Halderen 
8. Conversations II by Dimitri van Halderen  
9. Mal and Mini Plays Duets by Donald Bousted 
10.Shoreline Sketches: Pebbles by Alan Bullard 
11.Shoreline Sketches: Rain by Alan Bullard 
12.Shoreline Sketches: Waves by Alan Bullard 
13.Shoreline Sketches: Horizon by Alan Bullard 
14.Shoreline Sketches: Harbour by Alan Bullard 
15.Melody by Geoffrey Cox 
16.Evocations by Loretta K. Notareschi 
17.The Ballad of Baron Anton by Stephen Altoft 
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Programme 

1.   Cross/Over for baritone ukulele and vibraphone, 2020 (6’50’) 
 Loretta K. Notareschi 

Published by Disegni Music 

2.     Memories of Q’s for ukulele 2008-2015 (17’33’) played on soprano 
 Albrecht Zummach 

I. Blue Grass (3’21”) 
II. Help Yourself (4’03”) 
III. Romanze (3’15”) 
IV. Little Bender (3’30”) 
V. Barkarole (3’24”) 

Published by Eichen Musikverlag 

3        Conversations for baritone ukulele, vibraphone and percussion, 2020 (5’27”)

 Dimitri van Halderen 

I. (2’06”) 
II. (3’21”) 

  
4 Mal and Mini Play Duets for two ukuleles 2019-2021 (8’30”) played on two tenors 
 Donald Bousted  

5          Shoreline Sketches for ukulele, 2020 (10’01”)

 Alan Bullard 

I. Pebbles (2’19”) 
II. Rain (2’25”) 
III. Waves (1’47”) 
IV. Horizon (2’15”) 
V. Harbour (1’55”) 

Published by Donald Bousted Edition 

6.        Melody for baritone ukulele, 2020 (3’49”) 
 Geoffrey Cox 

7.        Evocations for ukulele, 2019 (5’15”) played on tenor 
 Loretta K. Notareschi 

Published by Disegni Music 

8       The Ballad of Baron Anton for baritone ukulele, narrator and electronics, 2019-2021 	                
	 (4’30’) 
 Stephen Altoft 



Performers


Donald Bousted  
benefited from some excellent teaching, studying the 
guitar with Thomas Hartmann, the lute with Christopher 
Wilson and early music with Peter Holman MBE and Ian 
Gammie. As an undergraduate his first study was lute 
and his specialism musical composition. Later, he took 
further guitar lessons with Antonio Albanes at the 
Guildhall School of Music and Oliver Hunt privately. As a 
guitarist, he had a long-established duo with flutist 
Lucinda Bunce with whom he gave recitals at venues 
including St John’s Smith Square, St Martin’s in the Fields 
and live on Classic FM.  In 2017, he discovered the 
classical ukulele through the inspirational work of John 
King. As a composer and festival director he has worked 

with many composers and players specialising in new music and an ambition for the 
ukulele quickly emerged: to write, commission and perform new and compelling music 
for it. In 2020 he released his first CD, The New Classical Ukulele and in 2021 he 
released a digital album featuring the music of Belgian composer Gilbert Isbin, available 
on Bandcamp. He actively updates his You Tube channel with a broad range of 
performances although he has chosen to specialise in new, contemporary music; having 
so far been the recipient of some 16 pieces written for him or in duo with percussionist 
Lee Ferguson or recorder player Celia Ireland. He enjoys performing and is a regular 
solo recitalist in the Norfolk area of the UK where he now lives. 

Donald has a PhD in musical composition from the University of Huddersfield where he 
worked as a lecturer in composition from 1992 to 2000. He was a Leverhulme Artist in 
Residence at the London Metropolitan University in 2000-1 and has also worked as a 
part-time lecturer at Kingston University. His music and sound art has been performed 
internationally and broadcast in the UK, USA, the Netherlands, Sweden and France and 
appears on a number of CD recordings. A major, retrospective double CD/DVD of his 
work was released in Autumn 2007 called 'The End of the Beginning’ and in 2021 a CD 
of his hour-long piece for trumpet and percussion, ’19.5’ was released as a digital 
album. He has presented his music and projects at many UK university music 
departments and conservatoires including the RCM, the RAM, Trinity College of Music 
and Leeds, Huddersfield, York, Keele, Goldsmith’s and Surrey universities, and in the 
USA at LA MicroFest, in South Korea, Austria, Brussels and in Germany. He is founder 
and Director of Microtonal Projects and Musical Director of EUROMicroFest. Donald was 
a Cobbet Prize winner at the RCM. His composition teachers included the late Philip 
Cannon and Dr Margaret Lucy Wilkins. 

www.donaldbousted.com 

https://donaldbousted.com/the-new-classical-ukulele-cd/
http://www.apple.com/uk
http://www.apple.com/uk
http://www.donaldbousted.com


 

Lee Forrest Ferguson  
is no stranger to diversity, having played Bossa 
Nova, Traditional Irish music, Rock, Heavy 
Metal, and Jazz Fusion, as well as Baroque and 
Classical chamber and symphonic music. As a 
performer of new music, Lee works mostly in 
solo and chamber music genres, and plays with 
the Holst Sinfonietta, the New Music initiative, 
SUONO MOBILE, and with Stephen Altoft as 
duo Contour. A founding member of the Black 
Forest Percussion Group, he directed, in 2016, 

a highly successful performance of Steve Reich’s 
Drumming. He collaborates with percussionist/composer Michael Kiedaisch, flutist 
Helga Zuccaro, the sound artist Ephraim Wegner, pianist/improviser/composer Thomas 
Wenk and the graphic designer, SUAN. Committed to the dissemination of new music, 
Lee has conceived music education projects such as Paper Music and Spielzeug Music. 
Lee studied as a scholarship student at the University of Iowa under Thomas L. Davis 
(1991-5). In 1995 he received a Bachelor of Music in percussion performance and then 
was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to study with Bernhard Wulff at the Staatliche 
Hochschule für Musik in Freiburg, Germany (1996-8). Lee was a member of the 
Freiburger Schlagzeugensemble, which received first prize in the Wettbewerb der 
deutschen Musikhochschulen for the category ‘New Music’ (Leipzig 1998). He has 
played with Ensemble Recherche, Ensemble Surplus, the Basel Symphony Orchestra, 
MusikFabrik NRW and ensemble chronophonie. 
http://www.duocontour.org 

Programme Notes


Cross/Over 
When Donald Bousted, one of today's foremost proponents of classical ukulele, asked 
me to write a piece for baritone ukulele and vibraphone, I was intrigued. While Donald 
himself has written for the combination, the two instruments are not often heard 
together. Thus, I was drawn by the opportunity to help break new ground for the two 
timbres. The sound of uke tremelo and bowed vibraphone immediately popped into my 
mind's ear, and I began to dream about the new piece. What emerged is a meditation 
on musical "cross" figures that lace over one another and intertwine. In my writing for 
the baritone ukulele, I strove for transparent, resonant textures where the open strings 
ring through. For the vibraphone, in addition to the wet bowed sections, I included 
moments of intricate passagework that require a drier sound. Together, the uke and 
vibes traverse a musical landscape both refined and fierce. 
Loretta K. Notareschi 

http://www.duocontour.org


Memories of Q’s 
The basis for „Memories of Q's“ are five passages from the ensemble-piece 
"Q's - for 5 ukuleles & bass kalimba”. The title "Q's" corresponds to the phonetic sound 
of the English word "cues" and can be translated in German as "Einsätze", "Stichwörter", 
or "Auslösereize" (in English approximately: musical stakes, cues, trigger). In the 
ensemble-piece develops, similar to a theatre scene, a rehearsed interplay in which one 
reacts to the cues of the other. Monologues stand between group conversations.  
For the "Memories", these monologues were edited and combined into a sequence of 
five movements. 
Albrecht Zummach 

Conversations 
Conversations for Baritone Ukulele and Percussion is a piece that explores the sonic 
world of this unusual combination of instruments. The ukulele and vibraphone converse, 
reacting to each others phrases and ideas and, in doing so, unfolding a mysterious 
sound world. This is combined with otherworldly sounds produced by the percussion 
player on the gong. The piece is dedicated to Donald Bousted and Lee Ferguson. 
Dimitri van Halderen 

Mal and Mini Play Duets 
Mal and Mini Play Duets was generally inspired by the textures and techniques of 
minimalism but became something else in the process of writing. The two ukuleles play 
with simple, contrasting ideas which are developed through tiny melodic cells, 
swapping parts and varied re-statement. This process is given time to take it’s course 
before an almost rock-style riff appears, formed from the small cells heard previously. 
This riff is then subsequently picked apart and new rhythms and percussive elements are 
introduced which brings the material to a climax. Mal and Mini Play Duets is dedicated 
to the charismatic and pioneering uke player, author and teacher Paul Mansell. It is 
realised here by multi-tracking two tenor ukuleles. 
Donald Bousted 

Shoreline Sketches 
Alan Bullard wrote ‘Shoreline Sketches’ for Donald Bousted, who first performed it at a 
concert at St. Mary’s Church, Houghton-on-the-Hill, Norfolk, on 31 July 2021. Donald 
Bousted and Alan Bullard live in different parts of East Anglia, Donald close to the 
expansive North Norfolk coast, and Alan not far from the crumbling cliffs of the East 
Suffolk coast. So a set of five movements focussed on the coastline seemed appropriate! 
The first movement, Pebbles, depicts the variety of colours and shapes of pebbles on 
the shore, and, at times, the rasping sound they make as the waves pass over them. The 
second movement, Rain, probably needs no description – though possibly the sun starts 
to shine through in the final bars. The undulatingly repetitive but slightly changing 
patterns of the third movement suggest the Waves of the title, interspersed with 
passages of harmonics – those points, perhaps, where the waves draw back to reveal the 
glistening sand beneath. The fourth movement, Horizon, looks into the far distance 
while visions and colours gradually fade in and out of the line of sight, and finally 
Harbour represents a safe haven, with gently rocking motion, sometimes modified by 
the wash of a vessel entering or leaving. 
Alan Bullard 



Melody 
Melody for baritone ukulele is a short piece that explores variations on a tune uttered in 
the first few bars and is without any extra-musical significance beyond that it was 
inspired by hearing Donald's new ventures on the instrument. The plan of the piece was 
to initially keep the music melodically and harmonically simple but to gradually increase 
the rhythmic complexity and introduce more unusual chromatic elements towards 
cadence points. In the later half, the music modulates its key as it heads towards a 
summation of sorts, only to drift off into tangentially related material and an inconclusive 
conclusion. There is a restless quality to Melody that wasn't designed but evolved out of 
the manipulation of rhythm and ideally, should be listened to as one long tune rather 
than as a series of fragments.  
Geoffrey Cox 

Evocations  
Evocations is a concert piece for classical ukulele. As unexpected as that genre may be, 
the ukulele is actually an ideal instrument for playing sensitive, delicate, fingerstyle 
textures. At times, the instrument sounds like a classical guitar. At other times, it sounds 
like a harp. While originally conceived for soprano ukulele, the piece may also be played 
on a concert or tenor instrument, all tuned in the standard,  re-entrant “high G” tuning.  
The slow opening and closing sections of Evocations display the singing, resonant 
aspect of the ukulele. They feature rolled chords, tremolo, and passionate outbursts 
of rasgueado (flamenco-style) strumming. The middle sections show off fast, virtuosic 
finger picking and also some raucous, energetic strumming. I chose the title because 
the piece evokes different moods and characters from moment to moment, all within the 
intimate world of a soloist. 
Loretta K. Notareschi 

The Ballade of Baron Anton 
Donaldo the time-travelling Minstrel likes his Ukulele very much, which he bought from 
Manuel Nunes in the 19th Century. He visits Baron Anton in the days of the Renaissance 
court of Brandenburg and composes a tune for him. However, Donaldo has been to the 
Twentieth Century before, and there he was rather taken with the electric guitar- he 
considers whether he would have preferred to have been born then instead, playing 
heavy metal. Then he time-jumps far into a future when humankind are living on space 
ships, before falling from Space back into the Renaissance, where he is very happy with 
his Uke again; though actually wondering about taking up the viol … 
Stephen Altoft 

Composer Biographies


Loretta K. Notareschi 
Called a “bright wom[a]n with big ideas” (Souls in Action), Colorado composer Loretta K. 
Notareschi seeks to create “compassion” (303 Magazine) and connection through her 
“powerful” (The Denver Post) and “deeply personal” (5280 Magazine) music. Whether 
writing for string quartet or symphony orchestra, church choirs or classical ukulele, she 
seeks to move listeners with music of meaning.  



 
Notareschi is a professor of music at Regis University and 
a faculty member of The Walden School Creative 
Musicians Retreat. She received master’s and doctoral 
degrees from the University of California at Berkeley, a 
bachelor’s of music from the University of Southern 
California, and the General Diploma from the Zoltàn 
Kodàly Pedagogical Institute of Music, as a Fulbright 
Scholar. Her music has been performed around the world, 
and she has received awards and grants from the 
Cincinnati Camerata, IronWorks Percussion Duo, American 
Composers Forum, and GALA Choruses. In 2016, she was 
a TEDxMileHigh speaker. 
http://lorettanotareschi.com/ 

 

Albrecht Zummach  
lives in Cologne, Germany as a composer and musician 
as well as a lecturer in guitar and ukulele. In his youth, he 
learned to play the guitar as a self-taught musician, 
focusing in particular on the music of Hanns Eisler. He 
began his musical career as a singer-songwriter and then 
discovered so-called ‘new music’ while studying classical  
guitar at the „Hochschule für Musik und Tanz“ in Cologne. 
These different areas shaped his compositional language. 

In 1984, he founded the chanson trio "Zinnober" with the lyricist/singer Joe Knipp and 
the vibraphonist Clemens Dreyer. Since the late 1980s, Zummach has been primarily 
involved in composing solo, ensemble and stage music. He worked for several years on 
the board of the Cologne Society for New Music (KGNM) and was significantly involved 
in numerous concert projects. Together with John McAlpine, he directed the "Projekt 
Ensemble 05" and was commissioned by the KGNM to perform a large-scale 
contemporary work each year for the Cologne Music Night with equal participation of 
amateurs and professional musicians. In the New Music Working Group of the NRW 
State Music Council, Zummach initiated the „Stationen“ concert series, which he has 
been overseeing as overall coordinator since 2012. In 2013, he founded the „Cologne 
Contemporary Ukulele Ensemble – CQ“, the only known ukulele ensemble for 
contemporary music to date. 
http://www.eichen-musikverlag.de/albrecht-zummach 

Dimitri van Halderen 
Dimitri van Halderen is a classical guitarist, composer and teacher known for his musical 
versatility. He enjoys playing the solo repertoire from the Renaissance to contemporary 
music, at times working together with composers. Aside from that he has played with 
violoncello, string quartet, singers and even sitar. He started to play the guitar at the age 
of 10, receiving classical tuition but sneaking away to form a rock band with his cousins 
at the age of twelve. He never gave up on the classical guitar though, and meeting the 

http://lorettanotareschi.com/
http://www.eichen-musikverlag.de/albrecht-zummach


Dutch classical guitarist Jan Wolf in 1991 made him 
decide definitively to become a professional classical 
guitarist. Jan Wolf became his teacher and mentor, and 
his philosophical approach to music left a profound 
influence. Dimitri holds a degree from the Royal 
Conservatory of Music in The Hague, where he studied 
with both Enno Voorhorst and Zoran Dukić, and received 
coaching in interpretation from composer Cornelis de 
Bondt and oboist Bart Schneemann. He also holds a 

master in musicology, specializing in symmetry as a compositional process in the music 
of Bartók and Webern. His compositions for Ukulele have been played by artists like 
Samantha Muir and Donald Bousted, and several of his pieces are scheduled for 
recording projects. 
 

Alan Bullard 
Alan Bullard was born in London in 1947, and studied 
with Herbert Howells and Antony Hopkins at the Royal 
College of Music, and with Arnold Whittall at 
Nottingham University. He has written much solo and 
ensemble music, and music for education, much of 
which is performed and recorded widely. His choral 
works are recorded on CD by such ensembles as 
Selwyn College Choir, Kings College Choir, The Sixteen, 
and are regularly broadcast and performed in the UK, 

the USA, and elsewhere. Although he has written for 
many instruments over the years, this is the first time he has tackled the ukulele, and he 
has thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to work with Donald Bousted and to explore 
the vivid range of colour that the instrument has to offer. For full details of Alan Bullard’s 
music, please visit www.alanbullard.co.uk 
 

Geoffrey Cox 
Geoffrey Cox is a composer, filmmaker and one-time 
performer (guitar and latterly, baritone ukulele). He has 
played in numerous rock and jazz bands over the years but 
gravitated to composition and filmmaking as the vicissitudes 
of performing grew. He is a senior lecturer in music at the 
University of Huddersfield, specialising in sound and music 
for documentary film, acoustic and electronic music 
composition and popular musicology. He is now also a 
committed amateur baritone ukulele player and has even 
started to sing! 

http://www.alanbullard.co.uk


Stephen Altoft  
Stephen Altoft returned to composing through his work as an 
improviser: either the material results from improvising, or the 
material is interpreted in an improvisational manner, or both. 
Initially, he was concerned with writing pieces specifically for his 
microtonal, four-valve trumpets, or for performance situations in 
which he was also performing. Since 2019  he has also been 
writing pieces were he isn’t involved as a performer, such as The 
Ballad of Baron Anton for narrator, baritone ukulele and 
electronics and Honest Homages for Donald Bousted’s ukulele 
project. His most recent piece Windspell is for solo accordion, 

and is dedicated to Karin Fleck. Stephen was born in the north of 
England but re-located permanently to Freiburg-im-Breisgau, Germany almost 20 years 
go. He teaches the trumpet, general brass and improvisation at the Waldkirch Town 
Music School, and is a freelance trumpet and flugelhorn player.  
www.stephenaltoft.com 

Thanks 
I would like to thank all the composers whose work is featured here.  All have given 
useful feedback on the recordings and helped me on my way to the final versions. 

Thanks to Ruby Garlow for her fantastic Cross/Over image. 

Last, but not least, I would like to thank Lee Ferguson for his wonderful and inspiring 
contribution. 

Credits 
Picture of Albrecht Zummach by Marlene Mondorf 

Production in Germany: Dag Helseth 

Instruments 
Pieces 1, 3 and 6 are played on a large Pono baritone (baritone/guitar). Piece 2 is played 
on a Dave Morgan soprano. Piece 4. 5 and 7 are played on a Beau Hannam tenor. Piece 
8 is played on a Red Sands baritone. 

Dave Morgan Ukuleles 
Beau Hannam Guitars and Ukuleles  
Red Sands Ukuleles 
Pono Ukuleles 

Licence Reference: LM-0070782 

http://www.stephenaltoft.com/
http://djmorganukuleles.co.uk/
http://www.beauhannamguitars.com/index.html
https://www.redsandsukuleles.com/
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